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Abstract
Medical imaging has always been an essential component of patient management. The pixel/voxel- based machine learning (PML) in
medical imaging is gaining momentum as a computer aided diagnostic (CAD) tool if it can achieve better results than radiologists, in terms of
detection and bringing down costs. CAD detection of breast cancer in mammograms is one area that has proved to be smarter, but again most
radiologists are suspicious of eventual outcome. Machine learning using pixel/voxel values in medical images has shown emergence as a better
diagnostic tools than the segmentation or feature based input. Pixel/Voxel based calculations avoid error that is inherent to segmentation based
information. Once regulatory information is used as a metadata, new opportunities of machine learning in regulatory compliance would emerge
and the regulatory framework would be based on the regulatory requirements and minimizing costs in regulatory compliance. Eventually, the
potential for risk analysis may become automated.
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Introduction
Machine learning uses algorithms derived from empirical
data and make informed decisions based on learning from
prior. Analysis of medical images, segmentation, CAD, and other
medical image involving methods such as image fusion or image
guided therapy are all becoming possible by machine learning.
Pixel and voxel metrics define the prior learning experience of
the machine learning from previous examples and then un turn
guides these machines to diagnose MRI, CT, PET-CT (positron
emission tomography hybrid with CT) would require machine
learning based on new algorithms and data. Pixel/voxel metrics
would generate more diagnostic data than information obtained
from segmentation of an organ, as errors can be avoided by
pixel/voxel based machine learning.

a)What is pixel, voxel and an image?

A pixel, also known as picture element (pics for pictures,
el for element), is the most basic and smallest unit of a digital
image that could be displayed and controlled. It is a point sample
and only exists at a point [1,2]. Pixel is thus a sample of its image.
When there is a color image, there may be a combination of three
colors, red, green and blue, and three such samples, making up
a pixel. An image is, on the other hand, is a collection of many
pixels. In a CT scan image, a pixel is a two dimensional sample
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matrix and is displayed by the attenuating tissue in the form of a
grey scale based on Hounsfield unit [2]. Voxel, on the other hand,
represents a volume unit and is a three dimensional unit. This
means that the CT image is analyzed through many pixels and
their brightness depends on the X-Ray absorption or attenuation
capacity of voxels [2].

Pml Based Medical Imaging

PML based machine learning incorporates the use of
intelligent systems that use prior learning experiences derived
from big data. Anatomical structures and pathological states
are identified from normal state through pattern recognition
and adjustment of its features in its algorithm. Data helps to
identify abnormal from normal anatomy based on pixel and
voxel characterization. In medical imaging, and in segmentation
of pathology, use of lean methods to expedite diagnosis can save
time [3,4]. This is why it is classified as Pixel/voxel based [5] and
when compared to conventional forms of segmentation (Figures
1 & 2), PML is highly diagnostic in identification and diagnosis
with a predictive value of labeling as benign or malignant (Figure
3). Proves to be a highly accurate method of segmentation
of pathologic anatomy and diseased states, when compared
to Segmentation can be performed in a semi-automated or
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manual representation detailing most external as subcutaneous
adipose tissue, muscle bundle and the innermost bone [6].
PML is reproducible and thus of desired use with supervised,
unsupervised or reinforcement learning. These learning
methods could be data and label driven, only data driven and
reacting to environment using an algorithm respectively (Figure
4) [7].

Figure 1: Segmentation of muscle bundle volume outlined in
green, bone in yellow and subcutaneous Fat in red.

Figure 2: Representation of muscle bundle volume painted in
green and subcutaneous adipose tissue in red.

Figure 3: PML: aid in identfication, diagnosis of cancer tumor
with classification as malignant or benign.

of left lung, it is difficult for PML to retrieve all the required
information to diagnose. Discontinuous loss functions that are
not differentiated are difficult to work with PML. Large amount
of data is required to learn from prior experiences for PML and
it is not always a must that PML would work in all scenarios
[5]. The functional physiological mechanisms or physiologic
modeling should correlate to the information received from the
machine learning.

b)Regulation of PML

i.
FDA has classified two types of CAD devices: CADe
and CADx [8]. CADe devices are “computerized systems that
incorporate pattern recognition and data analysis capabilities
(i.e., combine values, measurements or features extracted from
the patient radiological data) and are intended to identify, mark,
highlight or in any other manner direct attention to portions
of an image, or aspects of radiology device data, that may
reveal abnormalities during interpretation of patient radiology
images or patient radiology device data by the intended user.”
CADx devices are “computerized systems intended to provide
information beyond identifying, marking, highlighting or in any
other manner directing attention to portions of an image, or
aspects of radiology device data, that may reveal abnormalities
during interpretation of patient radiology images or patient
radiology device data by the clinician”[8]. In 2012, FDA
documented that CADe devices could follow the 510(k) process
for their clearance and CADx would follow premarket approval.
Mammography CAD has still not been classified as CADe
device through FDA and this implies that 510(k) route does
not apply here. PML medical devices would also have to follow
premarket approval route as no predicate devices would exist
for FAD to allow a 510(k) route for these. No substantially
equivalence would exist for these algorithms. This would mean
a tougher route of FDA clearance and that PML medical devices
may take a while to come to the market, even if the PML device
companies start early on with FDA. However, CAD devices could
offer another opinion for screening cancers, like lung cancers
[9].

Conclusion

Figure 4: Machine learning methods.

a)Disadvantages of PML
The most obvious disadvantage, at present, is a lack of
informative data that may help to compute further as PML is
data driven. It is expensive and can take only small identifier
set as features and if there is a wide spread lesion, as in whole
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Machine learning requires an algorithm and a data. Data of
patients and within a patient caries and algorithms may not be
a feasible option in diverse use of machine learning in medical
sciences, but certainly it has a ground of support for medical
imaging. The brightness characterization of a pixel and its
volume in a picture can give more information than a human
eye or diagnose more is justified in some instances but needs
more to explore. Cancer diagnosis, prognosis and predictions
would become possible through PML [5,10]. Regulations for
PML medical devices would not be in the very near future, if they
follow premarket approval of FDA. PML will revolutionize the
medical imaging, once it gets going, although this may happen
outside US earlier than one would expect.
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